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ABSTRACT The subject of optimal secondary control of power-electronic-interfaced distributed energy
resources (DERs) in droop-controlled microgrids has garnered significant research attention in recent years.
While the feasibility of optimal secondary control based on non-linear power flow has been proven, the power
flow algorithm is essentially iterative in nature. This work proposes an optimal secondary control with
non-iterative power flow to regulate multi-bus voltages and DERs’ reactive powers. The control scheme
incorporates a modified Decoupled Linearized Power Flow that is known to be superior in terms of reactive
power and bus voltage magnitude estimation, as compared to classical DC power flow, into a constrained
quadratic programming. Q-V droop is integrated into the linear power flow in place of the slack bus. The
proposed optimal scheme is provably accurate for maintaining reactive power sharing while regulating
multiple load-bus voltages. The additional degrees of freedom enabled by the weighting factors significantly
improve the control flexibility of the secondary controller. The allowable bus voltages and DER kVar
capacity limits have also been considered by the control algorithm. The work is proven through an accurate
co-simulation study comprising an 18-bus network and a full primary control models in PowerFactory,
interfaced through industrial communication toolMatrikonOPC.

INDEX TERMS Microgrid, droop control, reactive power sharing, voltage regulation, optimal secondary
control, decoupled linearized power flow.

I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate reactive power sharing of distributed energy
resources (DERs) in distribution microgrids can be achieved
through improved droop schemes based on dispatch
mechanisms [1], synchronous-axis voltage droop mecha-
nisms [2], enhanced droop techniques [3], and virtual output
impedance (VOI) mechanisms [4], [5]. In applications where
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bus voltages within the droop-based microgrids are to be
regulated concurrently (e.g. being the critical buses or the
main points of common coupling with the wider AC grid),
advanced secondary voltage control schemes are relevant.
In general, these secondary control schemes can be catego-
rized to the types of targeted buses: (i) DER-bus scheme;
(ii) load-bus scheme.

In recent years, DER-bus-targeted secondary control
schemes for droop-controlled microgrids (i.e. with reac-
tive power sharing correction/control) have been actively
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researched in conjunction with centralized, decentralized,
and distributed control structures. Reference [6] adopts a full-
graph dispatch droop (with high-bandwidth finite-control-set
model predictive voltage controller) to realize average DER-
voltage restoration. Reference [7] proposed a non-linear state
estimator to realize decentralized secondary DER-voltage
control [8]–[14] (with [8] adopting VOI-based primary con-
trol) have investigated on consensus-based secondary con-
trols that restore the average DER-voltage while maintaining
accurate reactive power sharing. Reference [11] proposed a
voltage-consensus scheme tomaintain the averaged DER-bus
voltage to the rated value. [12], [15] proposed a PI-consensus
based secondary voltage controller for regulating averaged-
DER-bus voltage without the needs of external reference.
Different from the typical average-voltage scheme, [16] pro-
posed an observer-based distributed secondary voltage con-
trol that can regulate DER voltages to a weighted-average
value (while considering constraints on reactive powers).
References [13], [14] reported on a tunable consensus con-
trol to address the conflicting objectives of multi-DER-bus
voltage regulation and reactive power sharing. Reference [17]
proposed a consensus-based containment control attempting
to keep the DER-bus voltages within upper and lower bounds.
Reference [18] proposed and studied a two-layer, iterative
consensus control strategy that minimizes overall DER-bus
voltage deviation while attempting to maintain accurate reac-
tive power sharing.

On the other hand, load-bus schemes are also relevant.
It has been established in [19] that the single load-bus
secondary voltage control can be achieved, through PI-
consensus control, without compromising the accurate shar-
ing of reactive power. However, it was acknowledged in [20]
that the reactive power sharing accuracy may be affected
if the DER control gains are coupled. In [21], a PI-based,
two-layer consensus control scheme realizing single load-bus
voltage control with intra- and inter-microgrid reactive power
sharing correction, was reported. These works, together with
previouslymentionedworks [6]–[14], [16]–[18], have proven
that the secondary voltage control with reactive power shar-
ing consideration (of both centralized and non-centralized
types) can readily regulate multiple DER-bus and sin-
gle load-bus voltages. It is also worth noting that some
recent works have investigated microgrid’s secondary volt-
age control without emphasizing on reactive power sharing,
e.g. single-load-bus-targeted fuzzy-logic-based scheme [22],
distributed feedback linearization-approach [23], [24],
finite-time distributed control approach [25], and event-
triggered-based [26]. Recently, advanced algorithms have
been exploited for multi-load-bus voltage regulation. For
example, [27] substituted the primary droop-based power
control with a neural-network-based control. Reference [28]
proposed a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm based on
decomposition technique that restores load-bus voltage while
considering reactive power sharing.

As far as islanded operating mode is concerned,
multi-load-bus voltage regulation schemes embedded with

power flow algorithms have also been investigated,
e.g. non-linear power flow [29], [30] (which are fitted
as non-linear constraints of the optimization problem),
Jacobian-based method [31], [32] (specifically, Newton
Raphson [33]; Newton-trust region [31]; modified Newton
Raphson [32]), neural-network-based non-linear mapping
method [34], and virtual-impedance-integrated linear power
flow [35]. However, it was learnt that optimal secondary
control with non-linear power flow [29], [30] will confront
with the issue of slow convergence. This was evidently
acknowledged in [29], despite that the work only studied a
three-DER network. On the other hand, the convergence issue
resulted from the attempt to fit the iterative-based Jacobian
power flow into an optimal control problem [33], [34] will
aggravate further due to the large number of DERs/buses
in future microgrids. On this background, this work sets
out to develop an optimal secondary control strategy real-
izing multi-load-bus voltage and accurate reactive power
sharing control, with non-iterative power flow algorithm, for
droop-controlled microgrids. (Note: [30], [33] have similar
multi-load-bus voltage consideration but have not considered
the issue of accurate reactive power sharing, instead, e.g.
in [30], network efficiency is considered together).

This work proposes and investigates an optimal secondary
control based on modified Decoupled Linearized Power
Flow (DLPF) for multi-load-bus voltages and reactive power
sharing regulation. Linearized power flow model has always
been the preferred algorithm for large-scale power system
studies such as contingency analyses and reliability assess-
ments [36], [37]. DLPF was proposed originally in [36] as
an alternative to classical DC power flow (which is known to
be slightly inferior in terms of bus voltage estimation [36]).
In this work, the linear power flow is modified to account
for the islanded microgrid’s droop control and is then fit-
ted as the linearity constraint of the quadratic programming
(QP) problem. Moreover, the allowable voltage and reactive
power limits are imposed through the inequality constraints.
An 18-bus islandedmicrogrid has beenmodelled in detail into
DIgSILENT PowerFactory, accounting for the primary volt-
age and current control loops of the power electronic control.
The secondary control algorithm is realistically implemented
(in terms of communication structure, sampling time and data
exchange) in a co-simulated, Python-based platform. The
secondary controller is interfaced with the network model
running in parallel in PowerFactory through MatrikonOPC
– an interoperability standard for data exchange in industrial
automation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the fundamentals of network power flow and
the DLPF. Section III discusses the aggregation of dis-
patchable droop control with the DLPF and formulates
the constrained QP optimization problem. Section IV
details the PowerFactory-Python co-simulation platform.
Section V investigates the system performance under dif-
ferent practical scenarios such as optimal power sharing,
multi-objective optimal power sharing with single/multi-bus
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voltage regulation, optimal regulation under voltage andDER
capacity limits, as well as communication failure. Section VI
discusses and summarizes the main findings and relate them
to practical contexts. Section VII concludes the paper.

II. NETWORK POWER FLOW
A. BASIC EQUATIONS
A network with M buses can be modelled by forming the
network nodal equation

I
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...

I
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∼1M
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where the subscript i represents the bus number; and Vi and Ii
are the voltage and current injection at ith bus. Y is the nodal
admittance matrix with its element Yij ∈ Y obtainable from

Y
∼ij
=


y
∼i0
+

∑M
k=1
k 6=1

y
∼ik

if i = j

− y
∼ij

othrewise
(2)

where yi0 is the shunt admittance and yij is the admittance
between bus i and bus j where yij = gij + jbij, with g and b
being the conductance and susceptance, is the reciprocal of
the corresponding complex line impedance zij (= rij + jxij,
with r and x being the resistance and reactance). Note that
any off-diagonal element Yij is non-zero if and only if there is
a branch linking bus i and j. If there are l branches in anM-bus
system then Y would have M2 elements, of which (2l +M )
elements are non-zero.

The current injection at ith bus can be extracted from (1) as

I
∼i
= Y

∼ii
V
∼i
+

∑M
j=1
j6=i

Y
∼ij

V
∼j

(3)

where the general form of the complex voltage and admit-
tance can be written as V

∼i
= Vi 6 δi and Y

∼ij
= Yij 6 θij. Then,

the apparent power injected at ith bus can be expressed as [38]

S
∼i
= P

∼i
+j Q

∼i
= V

∼i
I∗
∼i

= V 2
i Yiie

−jθii + Vi
∑M

j=1
j6=i

VjYijej(δi−δj−θij) (4)

where Yij = Gij + jBij. Classical iterative techniques such
as Gauss-Seidel, Newton-Raphson and fast-decoupled meth-
ods are commonly adopted to solve the nonlinear power

flow equations. Standard power flow algorithms are not
applicable for islanded operation due to two known rea-
sons: the inexistence of slack bus and the dependence of
active/reactive power on frequency/voltage due to droop
action. In addition, the nonlinearity of basic power flow equa-
tions is known for their iterative nature and therefore slow
in convergence [36], [39]. Since future microgrids will con-
sist of a significantly large number of DERs (several orders
higher than present state of the arts), a more computationally
efficient algorithm will be beneficial. Alternatively, the DC
power flow algorithm is a convenient option to approximate
the linearity between active power injection P and phase
angle δ [37]. However, since it is established based on the
assumption of constant bus voltages, reactive power injection
is practically neglected [36].

As reported in Fig. 8 of [40], although the classical DC
power flow (i.e. Model II in [40]) has the most significant
advantages in computational efficiency, computational accu-
racy is expected to be low in large-area network as voltage
magnitude is disregarded. On the other hand, non-iterative
DLPF (i.e. Model IV in [40]) exhibits high computational
efficiency in term of calculation time compared to the classi-
cal AC power flow with accurate voltage magnitude calcula-
tion (i.e. Model I in [40]). This provides a basis to this work
to evaluate DLPF further in the optimal control algorithm.

B. DECOUPLED LINEARIZED POWER FLOW ALGORITHM
For microgrids with secondary voltage restoration control,
the bus voltage magnitudes are approximately 1.0 pu, i.e.
Vi ≈ Vj ' 1.0. The angle difference between the adjacent
nodes’ voltage phasors tends to remain below 20◦, which
results in cos (δi − δj) ≈ 1 and sin (δi − δj) ≈ 0. On this
basis, this work adopts a non-iterative, linearized power flow
model proposed originally in [36] and [37] (it was known
as Decoupled Linearized Power Flow (DLPF); mathemati-
cal manipulation is detailed in Appendix A, [36] and [37]).
Expressing the DLPF in the matrix form, we have[

P
Q

]
=

[
−B’ G
−G’ −B

] [
δ

V

]
(5)

where G and B are the real and imaginary part of the admit-
tance matrix, and G’ and B’ are the corresponding matrices
without the shunt element.

III. MODIFIED DLPF AND QP-BASED OPTIMAL
SECONDARY CONTROL
A. MODIFIED DLFP FOR DROOP-CONTROLLED
MICROGRIDS
The active and reactive power injection at ith bus can be
defined as

Pi = PLi + PGi
Qi = QLi + QGi (6)

where the subscripts L andG represent those of load and gen-
eration. Hence, load- and DER-connected buses are hereafter
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known as load-bus and droop-bus, respectively. To enable
reactive power sharing correction and voltage regulation in
an islanded microgrid with N DERs, a dispatch-based Q−V
droop scheme is adopted in the primary control with the
standard P− f droop control, and are given by

ωi = ω
∗
oi − miPGi

VGi = V ∗oi − niQGi + ucom + niQi,dis (7)

where ωi and VGi are the per-unit operating frequency and
the droop voltage amplitude (normalized to network’s phase
peak voltage) of ith DER, ω∗oi and V

∗
oi are the per-unit no-load

frequency and voltage magnitude, mi and ni are the per-unit
droop coefficients, and PGi and QGi are the filtered per-unit
active and reactive output power, normalized to a common
base power SB. The reactive power dispatch command Qi,dis
of DERs are individually tuned to adaptively adjust the droop
voltage amplitude for accurate reactive power sharing. How-
ever, since autonomous power sharing is essentially guaran-
teed by droop control, it is redundant to control all N DERs’
Qi,dis, instead only (N -1) DERs are required (to be elaborated
later). Subsequently, a commonly shared voltage correction
term ucom is introduced to enable network-wide voltage reg-
ulation without affecting the reactive power sharing accuracy
among the DERs.

From (7), the voltage magnitude at N droop buses can be
manipulated in term of reactive power injection QG as VG1

...

VGN


︸ ︷︷ ︸

VG

=

 V ∗o1
...

V ∗oN


︸ ︷︷ ︸

V∗o

−8

 QG1
...

QGN


︸ ︷︷ ︸

QG

+0


ucom
Q1,dis
...

QN ,dis


︸ ︷︷ ︸

u

(8)

where

8 =

 n1 · · · 0 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · · 0 · · · nN


and

0 =

 1 n1 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...

1 0 · · · nN


where u consists of the common voltage correction term ucom
and Qi,dis of all DERs. Assumed that the active and reac-
tive power are sufficiently decoupled and knowing that the
accurate active power sharing in a droop-controlled islanded
microgrid is guaranteed and less affected by the reactive
power correction, (5) can be simplified and partitioned (with
Q = [QT

L QT
G]

T , correspond respectively to reactive power
injection at load and droop buses) as[

QL
QG

]
k+1
= −

[
G’LL G’LG
G’GL G’GG

] [
δL
δG

]
k+1

−

[
BLL BLG
BGL BGG

] [
VL
VG

]
k+1

(9)

By assuming that the load- and droop-buses’ steady-state
voltage angle remain relatively constant during secondary
control, the estimation model for secondary optimization
can be determined by replacing VG vector in (9) with (8)
(detailed manipulation and full expression in Appendix B),
expressible as

y(k + 1) = Cv(k)+ Du(k) (10)

with the aid of the measurable sub-vectors δL , δG andQL , and
constant droop parameters, where

y =
[
VT
L QT

G

]T
v =

[
δTL δTG QT

L V∗To
]T

u =
[
ucom QT

dis

]T
B. QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING BASED OPTIMAL
SECONDARY CONTROL
The secondary estimation model can be augmented with
u(k) = u(k − 1) +1u(k) into a standard quadratic program-
ming problem, given by

y(k + 1) =
[
D C

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
F

[
u(k − 1)
v(k)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

z(k)

+D1u(k) (11)

Then, the microgrid voltage regulation and reactive power
sharing optimization problem can now be treated as a tracking
problem through the following cost function

J =
(
y∗(k + 1)− y(k + 1)

)T W
(
y∗(k + 1)− y(k + 1)

)
+1uTR1u (12)

where y∗ is the output setpoint vector. Notably,W weighting
factor enables the possibility of adjusting the priority between
reactive power sharing and voltage regulation. On the other
hand, R can adjust the control efforts among 1ucom and all
1Qi,dis in 1Qdis. It will be shown that the control objectives
of reactive power sharing and multi-bus voltage regulation
can be conveniently tuned through W and R. The cost func-
tion (12) of the multi-objective secondary control problem
can be formulated into a standard quadratic programming
problem, as below:

J =
1
2
1uTH1u+1uTE (13)

where

H = 2
[
DTWD+ R

]
E = −2DTW

[
y∗(k + 1)− Fz(k)

]
(14)

Apart from the adjustable control priority using weighting
factors, network and DER constraints can also be considered
in QP (as will be demonstrated in Section V). The most
relevant constraints in this control problem are the inequality
constraints on the outputs (being the bus voltage limits and
the DER reactive power). They can be written as

ymin ≤ y(k + 1) ≤ ymax (15)
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FIGURE 1. Detailed block diagram of DER’s primary control and the proposed multi-objective optimal secondary control for islanded microgrid.

In order to fit the inequality constraints into the QP formu-
lation, the constraints are decomposed into lower and upper
limit [41] [

−I
I

]
y(k + 1) ≤

[
−ymin
ymax

]
(16)

Based on (11), the inequality constraints can be
re-expressed as[

−I
I

]
D1u(k) ≤

[
−ymin
ymax

]
−

[
−I
I

]
Fz(k) (17)

C. INTEGRAL-BASED CORRECTIVE TERM
The simulation work in Section V (and Fig. 3, in next pages)
will show that the adoption of linear power flow (together
with associated assumptions) does entail some estimation
errors that may be as large as ten percent. This agrees with the
general expectation of linear power flow adoption [40], [42].
To improve the estimation, this work subsequently proposes
an integral-based corrective term aiming to utilize the avail-
able measurements to improve the estimation error. This is
done by adding 1y into y in (11), which gives

1y(k)=1y(k − 1)+KiTs2 (ymeas(k)− y(k|k − 1)) (18)

where 1y(k) is the output estimation error at time k , ymeas is
the measured output vector, y(k|k − 1) is estimated output
vector at time k − 1 and Ki is the integral gain with the
secondary sampling time Ts2. This expression is somewhat
similar to output feedback corrective termwhich can be found
in standard ‘‘discrete-time observer’’. The main difference
here is that, instead of system’s time dynamics, the optimal

control here focuses on real-time dispatch of DERs [43].
The issue of voltage offset has also been identified in other
linearized power flow, e.g. [44] where non-integral offset
correction technique that is rather computationally intensive
(for real-time dispatch problems), is proposed. To incorporate
the proposed corrective term into the optimal control, (11),
(14) and (17) shall be modified to:

y(k + 1)=Fz(k)+ D1u(k)+1y(k)

E=−2DTW
[
y∗(k + 1)− Fz(k)−1y(k)

][
−I
I

]
D1u(k)≤

[
−ymin
ymax

]
−

[
−I
I

]
(Fz(k)+1y(k)) (19)

IV. POWERFACTORY-PYTHON CO-SIMULATION
PLATFORM
A PowerFactory-Python co-simulation platform has been
established to investigate the proposed optimal secondary
control scheme. MatrikonOPC is used as the OPC server to
facilitate the data acquisition and transfer between the two
software instances (being the clients, through ComLink and
OpenOPC interfaces, respectively). The primary control of a
DER and the proposed secondary control is detailed in Fig. 1.
The primary controller of each DER is modelled entirely
from basic blockmodels of sampling clock, sample-and-hold,
αβ-dq transformation, and etc.
The default voltage and current measurement inPowerFac-

tory is in the αβ reference frame. The entire primary control is
comprised of a dispatch-droop power control, output voltage
control and an inverter current control - all are performed in
the dq reference frame. The DER output voltage vector is
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FIGURE 2. Single-line diagram of the islanded microgrid test system.

aligned to its synchronous reference frame, as shown below

v∗Gi,d = V ∗oi − niQGi + ucom + niQi,dis
v∗Gi,q = 0 (20)

The d-axis reference is the reference for the inner voltage
control loop. The primary voltage and current control are con-
trolled by PI controllers, which are tuned in such a way that
the control bandwidths are decoupled and the voltage control
dynamic having higher bandwidth than the dispatch-droop
power control. The tuning steps can be briefly described
as follows: the innermost current control loop is tuned first
with the assumption of a constant current reference (i.e.,
typically being the output of voltage control loop), followed
by the tuning of voltage controller by assuming a constant
output voltage reference (i.e., normally being the output of
droop-based power control). The design details are depicted
in Fig. 1 but interested readers may also refer to [45], [46] for
details.

As for the secondary controller in Python, live information
such as reactive powers, load-bus voltages, etc., are facilitated
through MatrikonOPC. Note that in actual implementation
some of the state information may be obtained from network
state estimation instead of direct measurement. This subject is
beyond the focus of the current work hence all state informa-
tion is obtained directly from the co-simulated networkmodel
(Fig. 2) in PowerFactory. Each measurement is configured
with an OPC tag in PowerFactory and is updated to the OPC
server at a preset interval while the secondary control reads
from the server at a regular period Ts2 (= 1/Fs2). Note that
the proposed optimal secondary control is designed with pre-
requisite information such as the constant droop parameters
and the network G’ and B matrices. Upon successful iter-
ations of QP (set to a maximum of 100 iterations in the
CVXOPT solver) in each control cycle, provided that 1u(k)

TABLE 1. Specifications of the islanded microgrid network and proposed
control.

is greater than a pre-definedminimum threshold (being a very
small value), the optimal droop dispatch input u, i.e. ucom and
allQi,dis, will be updated based on u(k)= u(k−1)+1 u(k).

It is worth noting that the investigation is conducted
through the comprehensively developed co-simulation plat-
form, which can be regarded as a ‘‘software-in-the-loop’’
technique. The accuracy of the co-simulation is supported by
the state-of-the-art network and DER’s primary closed-loop
control modelling in PowerFactory, and the interoperability
data-exchange industrial standardMatrikonOPC.

V. RESULTS
Fig. 2 depicts the single-line diagram of the microgrid net-
work. The co-simulated network has 5 DERs (3 is used
in [29]) and 18 buses – these settings are chosen in order to
limit the wait time due to computational burden encountered
(owing to the use of detailed primary control loops) when
running the network model in a standard computing work-
station. The DER specification are tabulated in Table 1 along
with primary control (refer to [46] and [47] for details) and
secondary control (e.g. Fs2, Ki, etc.) parameters. The power
and voltage readings are low-pass filtered at time constants
of τc,pq and τc,v, respectively, before being deployed into the
secondary control algorithm (in Python). DER 1 at droop bus
1 (i.e. DB 1 in Fig. 2) is taken as the reference unit.

In the QP optimization, the weighting factor W is a
M -by-M (i.e.M = K+N ) diagonalmatrix having the form of
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FIGURE 3. Optimal reactive power sharing control with and without
integral-based error correction: DER reactive output power.

TABLE 2. Steady state estimation error (absolute percentage)
without/with integral correction.

diag(w1, w2, . . .. wM ). K is the number of load-bus (labelled
as LB in Fig. 2) and N is the number of DERs. In this work
with K = 13 and N = 5, the individual w weighting factors
essentially correspond to outputs VL1, . . . ,VLK , QG1, . . .,
and QGN , respectively. Penalty factor R is a (N + 1)-by-
(N + 1) diagonal matrix of the form diag(r1, r2, . . . rN+1).
Similarly, the individual r penalty factors correspond, respec-
tively, to control inputs 1ucom, 1Q1,dis, . . ., and 1QN ,dis.

Fig. 3 first demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed
error correction technique (as explained in Section III-C)
in mitigating errors due to power flow linearization. Before
introducing (18)-(19), the reactive power sharing remains
slightly non-proportional, in pu (with respect to their ratings,
Table 1); upon correction with Ki = 0.02, they are restored
to the proportional ratio of 4:2:1:2:1 (Fig. 3). The absolute
percentage estimation error is tabulated in Table 2withDER 1
acted as the reference for the case ‘‘Q1,dis disabled’’ and
vice versa. The slight difference in individual reactive output
powers (between the ‘‘Q1,dis disabled’’ and ‘‘Q4,dis disabled’’
cases) is due to the voltage-dependent nature of the loads.

Next, the secondary control scheme in conjunction with
different control settings is investigated. By default, a total
passive load of 15 kW and 9 kVar are present in the islanded
microgrid. Additional loads are connected to LB 10 and

FIGURE 4. Case A: Optimal reactive power sharing control: DERs
active/reactive output power and secondary control input u.

LB 12 at a chosen simulation time instant, upon which,
the total load demand increases to 22 + j13 kVA.

A. OPTIMAL SHARING OF REACTIVE POWER
Initially, the DERs are controlled through the standard droop
control without the proposed secondary control. It can be
established from Fig. 4 that while the active power is always
proportionally shared, the reactive power is not. As explained
in Section III-A, it is redundant to utilize all N DERs’ Qi,dis
for reactive power sharing correction control, instead only
those for (N -1) DERs are required. Hence, the ri value of a
DER should be set significantly large (DER 1 is chosen in
subsequent studies).

At t = 10 s, the proposed optimal secondary control layer
with deactivated voltage regulation (achieved by settingw14−

w18 to 10) is started. Penalty factor R is set to diag(10e10,
10e10, 5, 5, 5, 5), which essentially activates Q2,dis to Q5,dis
for reactive power sharing correction. The reactive power
sharing among the DERs (with Ki = 0.02) is significantly
improved, giving the ratio of 4:2:1:2:1 at steady state. The
corresponding voltages of the droop- and load-buses are
shown in Fig. 5, ranging from 0.9132 pu (i.e., LB 13) to
1.0112 pu (i.e., DB 2). Subsequently, additional loads are
connected to LB 10 and LB 12 at (approx.) t = 300 s.
Figs. 4-5 show that proportional reactive power sharing can
be retained by the proposed control even after load increase,
with the minimum and maximum voltage magnitudes being
VL13 = 0.8584 pu and VG2 = 1.0027 pu.

B. SINGLE LOAD-BUS VOLTAGE REGULATION
The islanded microgrid is loaded with the default loadings,
and the voltage magnitude at LB 12, VL12 has ‘‘drooped’’ to
0.9584 pu. At t = 10 s, the proposed control is activated with
w12 (corresponds to VL12) set to 10, and others set to zero
(which means the reactive power control is deactivated). R is
set as diag(10, 10e10, 10e10, 10e10, 10e10, 10e10), which
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FIGURE 5. Case A: Optimal reactive power sharing control: DER droop
voltage magnitudes and load-bus voltage magnitudes.

FIGURE 6. Case B: Single load bus voltage regulation control: DERs
reactive output power and secondary control input u.

means only ucom is activated. It can be clearly seen from
Figs. 6 and 7 that VL12 is regulated to V ref

= 0.98 pu through
adjustment of the voltage correction term ucom without any
noticeable transient in the DERs’ reactive output power.
Upon loads up-stepping at t = 300 s, the voltage magnitude
at load-bus LB 12 is retained at 0.98 pu but the issue of
non-proportional reactive power sharing persists, as expected.

C. OPTIMAL REACTIVE POWER SHARING AND VOLTAGE
REGULATION
The case of simultaneous optimal reactive power sharing and
voltage regulation is investigated next. Initially, the DERs
are allowed to droop at the default load condition. At t =
10 s, the optimal secondary control is activated by setting
W as w12,w14 − w18 = 10 and R as diag(10, 10e10, 5, 5,
5, 5). Fig. 8 shows, despite loads up-stepping (at t = 300s),
proportional reactive power sharing can be achieved among
the DERs and VL12 is always regulated to V ref

= 0.98 pu.

FIGURE 7. Case B: Single load bus voltage regulation control: load-bus
voltage magnitudes.

FIGURE 8. Case C: Optimal reactive power sharing and single load-bus
voltage regulation control: reactive output power and load-bus voltage
magnitudes.

This confirms the viability of the proposed optimal secondary
control for the case with single load-bus.

Next, the performance of optimal reactive power shar-
ing and multi-load-buses voltage regulation is examined.
At default loading condition, the voltage magnitude at LB 12
is of 0.9584 pu with VL4 = 1.0104 pu. In case C-I,
multi-load-buses voltage regulation control is prioritized but
with an emphasis on reactive power sharing improvement.
At t = 10 s, the proposed control is activated by setting W
withw12 = 100 andw14−w18 = 10, andR as diag(10, 10e10,
5, 5, 5, 5).

Subsequently, at t = 300 s, w4 is changed from 0 to 100 in
order to realize multi-bus voltage (VL4 and VL12) regula-
tion. Fig. 9 clearly demonstrates the trade-offs between opti-
mal reactive power sharing among the DERs and multi-bus
voltage regulation. Precise single-bus voltage regulation (i.e.
VL12 be regulated to V ref

L12 = 0.98 pu) and proportional
reactive power sharing are achieved before 300 s. Upon
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FIGURE 9. Case C-I: Optimal reactive power sharing and prioritized
multi-load-bus voltage regulation control: DERs reactive output power
and load-bus voltage magnitudes.

the multi-load-bus voltage regulation (i.e. V ref
L4 = 1.0 pu),

although VL4 and VL12 are both regulated close to their refer-
ences (1.0235 pu and 0.9574 pu), proportional reactive power
sharing is compromised. This is because W weighs voltage
regulation heavier than reactive power sharing (100 vs 10).

The robustness of the proposed optimal control against
communication failure is examined next in case C-II. Specif-
ically, DER 2 is chosen as the subject, and the ‘‘communi-
cation failure’’ is realistically simulated by ‘‘freezing’’ the
communication in and out of DER 2, leaving DER 2 to
operate under droop control with fixed dispatch commands.
The proposed control is activated with multi-bus voltage
regulation and reactive power sharing at t = 10 s. Weight-
ing/penalty factors W and R are set the same as that in case
C-I. Communication in and out of DER 2 are lost at t =
120 s and the optimal controller retains the last available DER
2’s reactive power. As shown in Fig. 10, the reactive power
ratio and bus voltages have been slightly affected after 120 s
(until 300 s), as compared to the result in case C-I (Fig. 9).
This result nevertheless confirms the robustness of the pro-
posed optimal control towards communication loss even for
a sustained period. In practical scenarios, communication loss
is usually detected (and mitigated) in a much shorter time
duration.

In scenario C-III, both the voltage regulation and reactive
power sharing are weighted equally (by setting w4, w12,
w14−w18 to 10) withR remains as diag(10, 10e10, 5, 5, 5, 5).
It can be clearly seen from Fig. 11 that the reactive power
sharing error among theDERs is significantly improved (ratio
as shown in Fig. 11) while VL4 and VL12 are more loosely
regulated.

D. CONSTRAINED OPTIMAL REACTIVE POWER SHARING
AND MULTI-BUS VOLTAGE REGULATION
Next, the ability of the QP-based secondary control in dealing
with limits (by activating the inequality constraints (19)) is
examined. The islanded microgrid is loaded with the default

FIGURE 10. Case C-II: Optimal reactive power sharing and multi-load-bus
voltage regulation control with communication failure: DERs reactive
output power and load-bus voltage magnitudes.

FIGURE 11. Case C-III: Optimal reactive power sharing and
multi-load-bus voltage regulation control: DERs reactive output power
and load-bus voltage magnitudes.

loading and at t = 10 s, the secondary control with equal
weighting of voltage regulation and reactive power sharing,
is activated. Weighting/penalty factors W and R are set the
same as scenario C-III and LB 3 is selected as a critical bus
with the desire to achieve a voltage tolerance of ±1% (and
with the DERs reactive output power limited to their respec-
tive capacity limit; the remaining buses are limited loosely to
−6%/+10% from 1.0 pu). It can be seen from Fig. 12 that,
while VL12 is regulated to 0.9738 pu (with V ref

L12 = 0.98 pu)
and the reactive power sharing ratio is improved to
0.2608:0.1312:0.0654, the unregulated VL3 (since w3 = 0)
is maintained at 1.01 pu (as opposed to the unconstrained sce-
nario in case C-III,VL3= 1.016 pu, as in Fig. 11). Then, at t =
300 s, multi-bus voltage regulation is activated by setting w4
as 10 (i.e., activating VL4 regulation with V

ref
L4 = 1.0 pu). It is

shown that the proposed QP-based optimal control can reg-
ulate VL4 and VL12 to, respectively, 1.038 pu and 0.9556 pu,
and maintain near-proportional reactive power sharing. Volt-
age of the critical bus LB 3 is kept at approximately 0.99 pu.
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FIGURE 12. Case D: Constrained optimal reactive power sharing and
multi-load-bus voltage regulation control: DERs reactive output power
and load-bus voltage magnitudes.

This result fully demonstrates the capability of the QP-based
multi-objective optimal secondary control in considering the
network constraints.

VI. DISCUSSION
In the preceding sections, the optimal secondary control
has been tested in conjunction with three distinctive cases:
reactive power sharing correction without voltage regulation,
single-load bus voltage regulation without reactive power
sharing correction, and lastly, optimal reactive power sharing
and single-/multi-bus voltage regulation. These results have
verified the performance of the proposed optimal control
in handling the intrinsic trade-offs between reactive power
sharing and voltage regulation in droop-controlled islanded
microgrids. The ability of the proposed QP-based secondary
control in handling practical constraints is also fully verified.
The load-bus voltage and DERs’ reactive power limits con-
sideration are practically relevant to the scenarios of critical
buses and physically limited kVA capacities of e.g. grid bat-
tery system (being a dispatchable DER).

Possible applications of the proposed control strategy
include but not limited to the following: the single load-bus
voltage regulation is relevant to the context of synchro-
nizing the islanded microgrid’s point of interconnection
with the wider AC grid, specifically, during the tran-
sition from islanded mode to grid-connected mode; for
islanded microgrids with multiple critical/sensitive buses,
apart from maintaining a fairly accurate reactive power shar-
ing (means whenever physically possible) among the DERs,
the multi-bus voltage regulation will be useful in keeping the
voltage magnitude of those critical buses within the desired
limits, either through the direct voltage regulation feature
or the constraint-handling feature of the optimal secondary
controller.

Lastly, discussion on the relevance of extending the pro-
posed control scheme for frequency regulation, e.g. [48], and
power oscillation, e.g. [49], [50], is due. Frequency regu-
lation/restoration can be readily achieved (in either central

or distributed manner) by correcting the frequency droop
deviation through a modified P − f droop equation in (7).
On the other hand, if one intends to improve the active
power oscillation, the common approach is through the
intervention at the primary control [49], [50], owing to
the control bandwidth requirement. Therefore, the proposed
DLPF-based optimal secondary control (even after augment-
ing it to include active-power-frequency droop) is likely not
suitable for these purposes.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a non-iterative basedmulti-objective
optimal secondary control scheme based on modified Decou-
pled Linearized Power Flow to address the control objec-
tives with intrinsic trade-off: optimal reactive power sharing
among DERs and voltage regulation at multiple load-buses
in droop-controlled islanded microgrids. The constrained
secondary control is framed into a generic QP problem with
linear constraints to enable the deployment of established
solver, e.g. CVXOPT. The proposed secondary control not
only capable to realize single-objective control, i.e. optimal
reactive power sharing or single-bus voltage regulation, it can
also accomplish multi-objective control, e.g. single load-bus
voltage regulation and optimal reactive power sharing with-
out compromising proportional reactive power sharing. The
control scheme can also optimally regulate multiple load-bus
voltages with tradeoffs of reactive power sharing. It is prov-
ably capable to keep the network variables, e.g. load-bus
voltages and DERs’ reactive power outputs, to within the
predefined limits. The priority among the output objectives
and control efforts can also be flexibly adjusted through
weighting and penalty factors (being W and R here). All
the claims have been supported by theoretical derivation and
substantiated with extensive simulation proofs.

Lastly, for future works, the proposed non-iterative based
optimal secondary control scheme should be benchmarked
against relevant control techniques, e.g., iterative-based coun-
terpart. Moreover, in order to alleviate the risk of single-point
failure of centralized control and ease the computational
load of the optimal control strategy, the next logical step
is to develop the optimal secondary control scheme into a
distributed architecture.

APPENDIX A
DECOUPLED LINEARIZED POWER FLOW ALGORITHM
The terms B, B’, G and G’ in (8) can be extracted from the
following expressions (see [36] for detailed steps):

Pi = V 2
i Gii+

∑M
j=1
j6=i

ViVj
[
Bij sin

(
δi−δj

)
+Gij cos

(
δi−δj

)]
= V 2

i Gii+
∑M

j=1
j6=i

ViVj
[
Bij sin1δij + Gij cos1δij

]
= V 2

i Gii +
∑M

j=1
j6=i

ViVj
[
Bij1δij + Gij

]
=

∑M

j=1
GijVj −

∑M

j=1
B′ijδj (21)
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Qi = −V 2
i Bii+

∑M
j=1
j6=i

ViVj
[
Gij sin

(
δi−δj

)
−Bij cos

(
δi−δj

)]
= −V 2

i Bii+
∑M

j=1
j6=i

ViVj
[
Gij sin1δij − Bij cos1δij

]
= −V 2

i Bii +
∑M

j=1
j6=i

ViVj
[
Gij1δij − Bij

]
= −

∑M

j=1
BijVj −

∑M

j=1
G′ijδj (22)

APPENDIX B
SECONDARY ESTIMATION MODEL IN (10)
DER-bus voltage terms in (8) are substituted into (9) to
express VG in terms of reactive power injection, constant
droop parameters, and control inputs u, i.e., ucom and Qdis,
with the assumption that the steady-state voltage angle δ
(obtainable from measurement) remain relatively constant
during the secondary control adjustment. This gives[

−BLL BLG8
−BGL BGG8− I

] [
VL
QG

]
k+1︸ ︷︷ ︸

y(k+1)

=

[
G’LL G’LG I BLG
G’GL G’GG 0 BGG

]
δL
δG
QL
V∗o


k︸ ︷︷ ︸

v(k)

+

[
BLG0
BGG0

]
ucom
Q1,dis
...

QN ,dis


k︸ ︷︷ ︸

u(k)

(23)

By re-assembling the known sub-vectors, i.e. δL , δG, QL
and V∗o, into a single vector v, one can obtain (10), where C
is a M × 2M matrix and D is a M × (N + 1) matrix, which
can be expressed as

C =
[
−BLL BLG8
−BGL BGG8− I

]−1 [ G’LL G’LG I BLG
G’GL G’GG 0 BGG

]
D =

[
−BLL BLG8
−BGL BGG8− I

]−1 [ BLG0
BGG0

]
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